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double entendre tv tropes - one of the fundamental types of verbal gag in comedic television especially the sitcom a
double entendre is a word or phrase which was meant to be taken in two different ways archetypically one meaning is
obvious literal and innocent the other has a usually taboo or sexual subtext if it is, depraved homosexual tv tropes - the
spear counterpart of the psycho lesbian and the monosexual counterpart to the depraved bisexual usually a villainous take
on the camp gay or on the other end of the spectrum a manly gay sexual predator whose preferred quarry are straight men
or young naive twinks his motive is usually either his depraved sexuality or an unrequited love like his psycho lesbian sister,
abbreviations list by fakenewspapers com - fake news papers fake news videos a few abbreviations, how to name your
character superheroes and otherwise - that plot s pretty workable but jamal feels like a chosen one he gets made into a
superhero because he was born with the right physique it might be more dramatic if jamal gets selected for the
experimentation because he wins some sort of competitive process, port manteaux word maker onelook dictionary
search - port manteaux churns out silly new words when you feed it an idea or two enter a word or two above and you ll get
back a bunch of portmanteaux created by jamming together words that are conceptually related to your inputs for example
enter giraffe and you ll get back words like gazellephant and gorilldebeest, dictionary com s list of every word of the year
- word of the year our word of the year choice serves as a symbol of each year s most meaningful events and lookup trends
it is an opportunity for us to reflect on the language and ideas that represented each year, primo magazine for and about
italian americans - alan pascuzzi is the subject of a feature article in this current issue of primo 4th edtion 2016 based in
florence italy pascuzzi has created works of art for churces public and private clients
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